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Abstract 

This paper focused on the WIP storage location assignment of the warehouse under 

the constraints of insufficient rack storage space. This paper first calculated the 

relative importance index for each storage item according to the transportation 

frequency and the transportation distances to each rack. All storage items are 

classified into three categories: Class A, B, and C. Class A items are first assigned to 

their storage location by the transportation problem. Class B and C are then followed 

the same procedure. The storage location should be reconsidered when a new storage 

keeping unit (SKU) coming or when finished goods are delivered. In addition, this 

study applied web-based database allowing users to query the information of storage 

items through 2D bar code (QR code) to encode the item ID and the URL of a web 

database. 
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1. Introduction 

In the economic development of Taiwan, a lot of OEM family factories develop 

into small businesses. However, storage space and management is not substantially 

improved and storage items are commonly placed disorderly on the ground. This 

phenomenon may cause accidents easily and difficult to find the specific inventory 

item. Although reducing inventory to lower inventory cost is common knowledge in 

academic fields, many businesses worries about the lower inventory will lower the 

order fulfillment and does not willing to do.  

2. Related Work and Literature 

Berg (1999) had elaborated the evolution of storage management. Many 

researches focus on the reduction of inventory in 1970s. MRP and MRP II is the 

famous system in these years. JIT has been a dominant research field and attempts to 

maintain low level inventory and frequent small batch transportation to fulfill 

customer demand. New research topics favor reduction of product damage, short and 

reliable transactions, and accurate pick goods. Warehouse management and 

distribution on the other hand prefers to supply chain management and efficient 

customer responses.  

Although storage policies, storage assignment, and order pick policies are 



popular research fields and discussed in much literature, most researches are based on 

the efficient assignment and pick policies when storage space is sufficient. The 

objectives of these studies most focuses on shorten the pick time or utilize the space 

efficiently. Lin (2003) classified the common storage policies into Dedicated Storage, 

Random Storage, Class Storage, Random within Class Storage, and Utility Location. 

When dedicated storage policy is adopted, each storage item has a fixed storage 

location, and storage items can not be stored arbitrarily. Random storage policy like 

its name decides the storage location randomly. Class storage policy divides the 

storage items into different groups by retrieval frequency and each group has its own 

fixed storage location. Different storage items belong to the same group can have 

various assignment policies. Random with class storage policy differs from class 

storage policy only in different storage items belong to the same group be dispatched 

randomly to storage locations. Utility storage policy makes different storage items 

share the same storage location at different time and the precondition is the retrieval 

time of each storage item must be known in advance. Jarvis and McDowell (1991) 

adopts the dedicated storage policy, assigns the location of each item by its retrieval 

frequency. Storage items with higher retrieval frequency are assigned to the location 

near to the I/O point; storage items with lower retrieval frequency are assigned to the 

far-side location. Rosenblatt and Eynan (1989) divided the storage zone into different 



group to reduce the pick time. Guenov and Raeside (1992) utilized ABC classification 

method to evaluate the machinery efficiency and assign the storage location. Jeroen et. 

al. (2000) suggest random within class storage according to the customer demand 

ratio to classify storage space and products. However, these literatures are all based 

on the assumption of sufficient storage space.  

Manufacturers often face a problem, which is the storage rack space is limited 

and difficult to change the insufficient rack space. Therefore, the material, WIP, 

finished goods are disorderly placed on floor ground. This paper focuses on this 

problem and intends to discriminate valuable WIP from others by retrieval frequency 

and locate them at the short pick distance rack location.  

3. The Example and Assumptions 

This research demonstrates the storage problem by a small business which 

produces cutleries and other hardware parts. We focus on the storage location of 

work-in-process because the finished goods are only to be shipped and materials are 

stored at the other place outside the factory. 

The cutlery company uses plastic boxes, basic storage keeping units (SKU) 

（63cm, 42cm, 24cm）, to store the WIP parts. We assume each SKU can hold 2000 

parts no matter what part it is since the cutlery goods are mostly at the same size. The 

company adopts the dedicated storage policy to manage the WIP storage. Each SKU 



is transported by manpower. The factory is a 3 floor building and the simple layouts 

of these three floors are displayed in Figure 1. The hardware parts are produced in the 

first floor; the space of the second floor is used for WIP storage warehouse and 

operation office. The third floor is the place for cutlery manufacturing and assembling. 

The storage space in second floor has storage racks but the capacity of these racks is 

not enough for current business. This company rent a new space to be a warehouse; 

we assume the distance between the new warehouse and the factory is 1 kilometer. 

Although the whole space for storage is increased, the space for racks is still the same. 

Some SKUs are still put directly on the ground (the dotted line in Figure 1). We 

assume that the maximum height for piling up on the ground is 60 cm, equivalent to 3 

SKUs’ pile height. In addition, this company has two different product types: cutleries 

and other hardware parts which are produced at third floor and first floor separately. 

Therefore, different types of WIPs have different transportation distances. For 

instance, CA rack and CB rack at the third floor requires two floor transportation 

distances if they are used to store hardware parts which are produced at first floor. On 

the contrary, the transportation distance from CA and CB racks to cutlery production 

line is the distance at the same floor. We assume the transportation distance between 

floors is 3.5 meters. The capacity and transportation distance of each rack for different 

two types are listed in Table 1. The dedicated storage policy adopted by the company 



has the advantage of easy management. However, dedicated storage policy is not 

suitable when the storage space is not enough.  

 

Figure 1. 2F layout (left), 3F layout (center), and new warehouse (right) 

Table 1. Rack Information 

Floor Symbol type Capacity
(pieces)

Capacity
(SKU)

Transportation 
Distance (cm)
Cutlery Parts 

Transportation 
Distance (cm) 

Hardware Parts 

2F BA Floor 176000 88 1180 1180 

2F BT Floor 148000 74 1263 1263 

2F BN Rack 386000 193 1346 1346 

2F BB Floor 62000 31 2010 2010 

2F BO rack 386000 193 2259 2259 

2F BQ Rack 386000 193 2508 2508 

2F BS Floor 62000 31 2508 2508 

2F BC Floor 168000 84 2591 2591 

2F BP Rack 386000 193 2923 2923 

2F BR Floor 62000 31 3255 3255 

2F BG Rack 248000 124 3504 3504 



2F BE Floor 68000 34 3836 3836 

2F BF Rack 882000 441 4002 4002 

2F BD Rack 432000 216 4168 4168 

3F CA Floor 254000 127 1162 1862 

3F CB Floor 468000 234 1245 2858 
New warehouse 

DA Floor 110000 55 101364 100664 
New warehouse 

DB Floor 168000 84 101945 101245 
New warehouse 

DC Floor 78000 39 103190 102490 
New warehouse 

DE Floor 260000 130 103190 102490 
New warehouse 

DF Floor 276000 138 102028 101328 
New warehouse 

DG Floor 66000 33 102194 101494 

4. Methodology 

Inventories are financial burdens and inevitable investments in management 

aspect. This study does not focus on how to lower the inventory but to do efficiently 

SKUs assignment to reduce the transportation distance based on the real time 

situation. This study attempts to propose a heuristic method to solve the storage 

assignment under the insufficient racks condition.  

This research proposed two-phase methodology for storage assignment in 

accordance with different situations as shown in Figure 2. The first phase is suitable 

for the storage on hand. The second phase is initialized when new SKUs happen and 

recalculate the storage assignment by the remodeled transportation problem. Every 

time when finished goods are shipped out and surplus space is available, reconsider 



all available rack space and reassign the storage location by the solution of the 

remodeled transportation problem. 

Arrange the 
remaining storage 

space by the solution 
of the remodeled 

transportation 
problem

When new 
coming storage 

keeping unit 
coming

When finished 
goods shipped 

out or 
stocktaking

Reconsider all 
available rack space  

and reassign the 
storage location by 
the solution of the 

remodeled 
transportation 

problem  

Figure 2. Storage location assignment principle 

 

The first phase is to rearrange all current storage keeping units. This phase can 

divide into three steps as Figure 3: First, all storage rack should be ranked according 

to transportation distance. Second, all storage items should be graded by affecting 

factors. This research classifies storage items by the retrieval frequency. Finally, this 

study remodels the storage location assignment problem into a transportation problem. 

The remodeled problem help place frequent retrieval items at the location with short 

transportation distance. 



Analyze the 
transportation 

distance and types 
of all storage space

Classifying importance of 
all SKUs according to 

retrieval frequency

Storage assignment by 
remodelled transportation 

problem

 

Figure 3. Rearrange the storage location 

First the study measures the transportation distance for different product types 

from the production line to each storage location. The transportation distances of the 

demonstrated example are listed in Table 1 at section 3. Storage on the racks has 

more advantages than storage on the ground. The advantages include the labels on 

the rack can help easy identification of storage items. Storage items on the ground 

obstruct the transportation and make the storage disorderly. Because the company 

has two different type products at first and third floor, these two type products have 

different transportation distance. In addition, some storage items must be stored on 

the floor as the insufficient rack space. 

 

This paper utilizes the retrieval frequency to be judgments of the relative 

importance of WIPs and finished goods. Beside retrieval frequency, the average 

inventory level, accumulated storage time, actual cost of the storage item, available 

time period (food industry) may also be considered. The study utilizes the retrieval 

frequency to classify WIPs into ABC category as shown in figure 4.  



 

Figure 4. Relative importance of some storage items 

 

After the transportation distance and the importance of each storage item have 

been determined, the storage assign problem can turn into a transportation problem. 

Mathematical form of the remodeled transportation problem is shown in figure 5 and 

tabular form is shown in figure 6. The capacity of each location can be the supply 

quantity and the average inventory level of storage items is the demand. Class A items 

are first used to be the demand, class B items are scheduled next, and class C items 

are the last. Because the rack space is not enough to store all items, the storage 

assignment can add the ground space to balance the supply and demand. 
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Figure 5. Mathematical form of the storage assignment problem 

 

21MI026-1 21MI025 21MI026 22636D- 22C0 Supply Quantity
（ ）

pseudo supply 8
8 8 8 8

BA 88
1180 1180 1180 1180

BT 74
1263 1263 1263 1263

BN 193
1346 1346 1346 1346

BB 31
2010 2010 2010 2010

BO 193
2259 2259 2259 2259

BQ 193
2508 2508 2508 2508

BS 31
2508 2508 2508 2508

DG 33
102194 102194 102194 101494

Demand Quantity
（ ）

Average 
Level

21MI026-1
Hardware part

21MI025
Hardware part

21MI026
Hardware part

22636D- 22C0
Cutlery

Supply Quantity
（ ）

pseudo supply 8
8 8 8 8

BA 88
1180 1180 1180 1180

BT 74
1263 1263 1263 1263

BN 193
1346 1346 1346 1346

BB 31
2010 2010 2010 2010

BO 193
2259 2259 2259 2259

BQ 193
2508 2508 2508 2508

BS 31
2508 2508 2508 2508

DG 33
102194 102194 102194 101494

Demand Quantity
（ ）

Average 
Level

Average 
Level

Average 
Level

SKU

SKU  

Figure 6. Tabular form of the storage assignment problem 

 

The proposed method of this study prefers to utility location which means 

different storage items can share the same location. Utility location efficiently store 

items and will not waste rack space.  

 



5. 2D Bar Code Application 

The target factory utilize sample storage items and labels pasted outside the 

SKUs to identify each item as shown in figure 7. This study suggests utility-location 

like method to efficiently utilize each storage space but has a disadvantage which is 

difficult to locate the storage item. This study applies 2d bar code cooperate with a 

web-based database query system to help search and identify each storage item.  

 

Figure 7. Sample storage items and labels outside the SKU (conventional method) 

This study develop a web-based query system by Microsoft Visual 2005 to 

display product ID, name, storage position, storage level, and etc to help picker 

efficiently find the desired storage items. The web-based query system operates by 

sending the URL including product ID. For example, we can query the product by the 

URL (http://163.23.47.5/stu_proj/Default.aspx?pid=02-126B-02SB4-D02). The URL 

can be explained by several parts as shown in Table 2.  

The study utilizes 2d QR code encoding the URL to be the query parameter for 

the web-based query system. A 2D QR bar code is demonstrated in figure 8. Pickers 

can query the desired storage items through 2D QR bar code reader to read the URL 

and query the information through the web-based query system by PDAs or notebook 

computers using WiFi internet connection. The web-based query system is shown in 



figure 9. 

Table 2. 2D bar code coding format 
http://163.23.47.5/stu_proj/Default.aspx?pid=02-126B-02SB4-D02 URL 

163.23.47.5 IP address 
stu_proj Web site name 

Default.aspx Web form name
? Symbol between 

URL and 
parameters 

pid= Variable name 
02-126B-02SB4-D02 Product ID 

 

 

Figure 8. The 2D QR bar code for product 02-126B-02SB4-D02 
 

 

Figure 9. Web-based query system 



6. Conclusions and Suggestions 

Insufficient storage space is a common problem and WIPs on the ground are the 

familiar phenomena in Taiwan small businesses. Many businesses focus on how to 

store important storage items in finite storage space. This study concentrates on 

current storage assignment, and intends to assign frequent WIPs to a near rack. WIPs 

with lower retrieval frequency can store in the spare space or even on the ground. The 

proposed method consider class A storage items first, class B storage items next, and 

class C storage items last. 2D QR code technology is applied and a web-based query 

system is applied to assistant the proposed storage assignment method. 

Future research includes the experiment simulation of the proposed method or 

constructs a better importance classification.  
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